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Abstract: 

What to expect from MS/PhD program from foreign universities especially in US and 
Europe was clearly explained by the speakers during the talk. The contents covered in the talk 
were about information on entrance examinations for such programs like GRE and TOEFL, 
choosing the right university, do academic results of under-graduate program really matter 
when you apply for post-graduation, job prospects and workload of MS/PhD program. 
 
About the speakers: 

Kushal Khandelwal is graduated in 2015 from Goa campus with degrees in Master of 
Science (M.Sc.), Chemistry and Bachelor of Engineering (B.E), Electronics and Instrumentation. 
Having completed his interns in Wipro InfoTech Ltd. and E-Cognosys Information Systems Pvt. 
Ltd, he is currently a research intern at University of Heidelberg.  

 
After graduating from Goa campus in 2014 from Bachelor of Engineering (B.E) in 

Electrical and Electronics, Arnav Goel is currently pursuing Master’s degree from University of 
Southern California in Electrical Engineering. 

 
Animesh Srivastava is pursuing Master of Science (M.S.) in Electrical and Computer 

Engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology. He graduated from Goa campus in 2014 
having Bachelor’s in Electrical and Electronics Engineering. 
 
Lecture summary: 

The talk started at 7 pm by Arnav Goel which was followed by Kushal Khandelwal and 
Animesh Srivastava. Arnav started the talk by explaining about preparation and required scores 
of entrance examinations i.e. GRE and TOEFL. After the scores were out the next step is 
choosing the right university for which he suggested to explore about program quality, rate of 
publishing by faculty, funding of labs, projects and departments and job prospects and alumni 
connections. He mentioned that USNWR ranking (US news world ranking) is mere a list to check 
the number of programs offered in various universities. Workload in the universities in US is 
quite high. It may range from 8-18 hours a day for about 4 months with assignments, projects 
and deadlines which are like make it or break it type. Kushal continued the talk by explaining 
prospect of MS/PhD in Germany. Admission process in most of the universities in Europe is not 
centralized unlike in US. Also applying for thesis or a job is not that difficult.  

 

   

https://www.facebook.com/notes/bits-alumni-affairs-division-goa/bits2msphd/977917228940037


You need to be in contact with professors, they are generous but he advised not to send 
bulk mails to them. There is lot of culture difference in India and Germany but communication 
plays a very important and putting some efforts in learning German will be helpful in Germany. 
Education in Germany is like value addition because it is all about time and no money as the fee 
is subsidized by the government and one can easily sustain by doing a job in Europe and also 
quality of education is good. He advised to increase skill set by writing blogs, publishing papers 
and doing Study Oriented Projects (SOPs) and Lab Oriented Projects (LOPs). Animesh started his 
talk about presentation of profile and suggested to have good resume filled with SOPs, LOPs, 
summer internships and recommendations and have an attractive statement of purpose as it is 
a piece of you going to admission committee, so it is important. He said contacts and 
communication skills really matter a lot when it comes to placements after MS/PhD in US. He 
advised to have good reputation with professors and be in touch with people on Linked-in as it 
might help on a long run. He informed everyone about the situations arising at the time of 
application of VISA for US.  

 
All the speakers agreed that having a high CGPA is good and gives you leverage but does 

not guarantee admissions for post-graduation. CGPA is a criteria and not a game changer but 
having a good profile is. The talk was and communication skills really matter a lot when it 
comes to placements after MS/PhD in US. He advised to have good reputation with professors 
and be in touch with people on Linked-in as it might help on a long run. He informed everyone 
about the situations arising at the time of application of VISA for US. All the speakers agreed 
that having a high CGPA is good and gives you leverage but does not guarantee admissions for 
post-graduation. CGPA is a criteria and not a game changer but having a good profile is. The talk 
was culminated after having Question-Answer round where many doubts of the students were 
cleared in a very good manner. 
By: Kartik Sastry 

 

 


